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About This Game

HTC Vive and Room-Scale Gameplay.

A frantic action workout. You enter the Holodaze arena armed with your power balls and your trusty teleporter to see how long
you can survive. Teleport from cube to cube whilst destroying enemy robots and dodging their attacks.

Robot drones will randomly appear to try and blast you to pieces but you can fight back by throwing your power balls in their
faces!

The one catch is, when you teleport, you can teleport to any face of the cube which shifts your orientation in the Holodaze arena
so now when you throw, gravity is working against you. In easy mode and normal mode you have a helpful reminder of which

cube face you're standing on. Green is the top of the cube, Red is the bottom of the cube, Blue is any of the sides of the cube.....
Stay on the green to make your life easy!

If you're on the underneath of a cube, then throwing up is just throwing down!

Three levels of difficulty mean casual gamers can enjoy whilst hardcore addicts can try the hard mode for a real challenge.

There are also powerups to make your life easier. The red powerball can be shot like a laser (no need to throw that bad boy), the
triple shot gives you three balls, and the confusion causes the robots to malfunction.

How long can you last in the Holodaze arena?

Get your throwing arm ready!
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Title: Holodaze
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Sysdia Games
Publisher:
Sysdia Games
Release Date: 19 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 970
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played the old game this is based off of and have to say i love this new game upgrade wow.. hope it keeps going ...keep up the
good work hours off fun.. hope you keep upgrading the game.... needs a few fixes ,, few bugs ,, but other then that takes time to
get up and earning money,. So I love farming. I mean LOVE. So when I heard about Farming Simulator I was happy. When I
watched footage of this game I was blown away. I really love it, probably a huge competitor against Farming Simulator. If it
wasn't so buggy. All Ag sim games are glitchy, none of them as bug free as this one though. If you want a good not buggy game
get Farming Simulator 2013 and the More Realistic engine (Don't worry it only makes the physics better). If you want a realistic
farming game get this. Depends on what ya want, Ag Sim 2011 2013 or maybe even the Professional Farmer series. Either way
get FS or Ag Sim. i gurantee you won't be disappointed with either.. This game is qwerky and interesting. It makes me laugh
with the different missions.. Are you looking for an easy Minigame-Collection that will last up to 30 Minutes? Do you need
another game with easy Achievements to complete 100%? Then this game is for you. It's short. It's simple. It's free to play.
Simple as that, a neat little game if you have nothing else to do!. Twins of the Pasture is a simple RPG game, where you\u00b4ll
control the sisters Aluka and Kurore that due her parents debt (10 millions), the twins need work to pay the debt.

If you want play the original 18+ version, you can find the patch in discussions.

This review is based in my personal opinion and based in 18+ version

Pros: The artwork is good; nice H content; nice voice casting (18+ scenes included); once you pay the all debt, you can unlock
all scenes\/cgs

Cons: as i said, this game is very simples (few places available, you can take a tour in all places in few minutes); you cant
accelerate time (e.g. a event only occurs in evening or night, you need wait the time pass; unless you hack the speed with CE);
the game isnt totally translated (you still can find chinese character in few conversations\/scene menu); the inventory mechanic
is awful (you cant increase\/reduce materials in large amount, need click one per one); you cant pause the game (unless you
access inventory, or do some action); you cant load the game (unless you talk to someone and them click load)

 The 18+ contain: beastiality, yuri, pregnant, threesome scenes (and more)

The game contain 3 endings:
- You cant pay the debt in 120 days: the twins will stay with debt collector
- Became a professional pros titute
- Pay the debt and be free (unlock all scenes\/cgs)

Why i recommend?
I recommend this game because is a nice 18+game in steam. And i recommend to those that want H content in their collection.
For me, this game should be called twins of the pleasure.. After the bug was fixed it seems to be working just fine. Game is fun
to pass some time.

Old Review -
Game breaking bug on day 31. Sabotage pop up that will not go away. Reloading does not solve and unable to play any further..
The route is an accurate Representation of what the Line looked like after Dr. Richard Beeching shut down the passenger
portion of the line and gave their traffic to buses. The Engines, with exception of the Maerdy Monster, were the engines used in
the Colliery until it's closure in 1984, with the last load coming down from the closed coliiery in 1985 before the rails were
ripped up in 1986.

The battery shunters are a ton of fun to drive, despite being slow and whatnot. they still capture that spirit of the Branchline in
it's Twilight Glory years. I really find this fun. Driving trains down what is being represented-The end of an era. It does feel like
the line truly is on it's last legs. As I write this review, I will say, it is an experience, both saddening and positive. Saddening
because it is the end of an Era and positive because you can decide the fate of these engine.

I found the route to be worth the money and then some. The engines, the wagons and the detail makes it worth it.
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Not my cup of tea. The Quick Rendition:
Games Bad, missing a lot of components from previous version. Worse graphics. Worse Performance. Horrible Scripting.
Don't be deceived by sales. The game is worth 10 bucks at most. And even then you will find yourself disappointed. Especially
if you have played a previous JC game

Longer Rendition:
JC2 Was amazing.
JC3 Was Decent, Had some hiccups, but over all was Good. Great Graphics, had everything JC2 had but a bit more.
JC4 Is really quite bad. Missing most things from previous JC games. And they added all these "Upgrades" that you will never
be able to correctly utilize due to awful scripting and development.
  -The "random" weather effects, are not random. They basically run in a loop, over the exact same places.
  -Tons of bugs, that haven't been patched since day 1. Its as if they grabbed some random person that just graduated college,
paid the person minimum wage to script the AI's. For instance, most ravines that bridges run over, if you go below them, a
civilian helicopter will commit suicide by flying into the side of the ravine. Almost as if its script is to just fly at a certain height
in comparison to your current position. If you stand there and wait for a moment after the explosion. The exact same helicopter
model, will spawn, and do the same thing. Wait long enough, there will be a pile of helicopters sitting at the bottom of the
ravine. These sort of bugs are in everything. Go to an airport and you will find Boeing Jets attempting 90 degree takeoffs!
  - Did you just find a Super fast car? Well that too bad, because even though its fast, all the AI cars will maintain a similar
speed as you!
  - Did you like the explosions from JC3 or JC2? Well All of JC4's explosion are, half as realistic, last half as long, AND 50% of
them are Identical to one another! Blowing up a gas station is similar to blowing up a moped!!
  - Do you just want to mess with all the cool new mechanics that they added, to make cars, and random things blow up and fly?
Well You can do that in JC4! Though you will have to imagine that all the laws of the universe have changed, and the fastest
speed you can attain is about 90mph(don't be tricked by your speedometer its lying to u). There is also invisible forces that
constantly prevent you from doing what you think you should be able to do. And most the time when you use your grapple on
two different objects one of them is tethered to the ground like it just don't give a flying flip. Try tether two people together,
and add the Jet upgrade to the tether. One would expect the both to go flailing around one another and possibly launch into the
sky or a building. But no no no, One of the two people you tether becomes invulnerable to anything outside its script. This
causes the second person tethered to flail around the first guy, like the the first guy is a pole.
  - Did you love the trains and messing around with them in JC3? Well in JC4 when you finally find a railroad track, you will
notice that the track is just painted to the ground. You then follow the track, and come to the great realization, that there are no
trains.
  - Now imagine everything you liked about JC2 or JC3. Divide it in half. And you have JC4!

MY conclusion. Buy JC3 or JC2. Physics are awful in JC4. Everything has the same top speed no matter what you do.

Edit: Apparently there are trains now. It took them 5 months to figure out they forgot to add them in.

EDIT2: The new AI is atrocious... Crap just spawns behind you now, where ever you are not looking stuff will just spawn out of
no where and you will be getting shot in the back. I honestly don't even know why I started this game back up. I guess I had hope
in a dying series. Hoping they would fix the issues. But still, physics are awful.

There should not be a difference between when you are accelerating and when you have a modded grapple (like the Jet grapple
upgrade) applying force while attached to a vehicle like a plane. The Jet grapple has Zero effect on your plane or any vehicle if
you are accelerating. the moment your aircraft stops, and then you use it to apply force, now all of a sudden physics are on.

This is definitely worst game of the year. The scripting is just awful. The physics are all over the place. And missions are simply
not fun. Progression is not fun. And to progress your squads forward to progress across the map, you literally have take all the
stuff that is not fun due awful\/rushed development, and grind it out for an hr or two, before you can move your troops again....
Like common. This is not a AAA game. This is a cash grab.

If there is any sane Developer working on this game, they know full and well, the game should not have been released in the
state that it was in, and what it currently is in.
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All I know is that I'm definitely not buying another Just Cause game unless a different developer\/publisher is working on it.
That or they need to completely re-release a Remastered version of this game, give out for free to all those that bought into this.
The remastered needs to address all the issues of underdeveloped content, scripting, and horrible physics and explosions. Before
any credibility can be reattained.

Sorry, you guys took one right out of EA's book. That really wasn't a good idea.. I have played alot of early access Vive games in
the last few days. This is one of the best hands down. It includes multiplayer which is awesome(although given the current
market penetration of these devices, I've never seen more than a couple of people in a game at a time). However, it is fast paced,
realistic and fun. It is in the same vein as the Mount and Blade series if that were boiled down to an arcade medieval combat
sim. Must buy for those early adopters of the vive.. I only have a couple of hours on this. But, it's pretty amazing. Super simple.
Intuitive and challenging. Losing in the game is jarring. But i think it's perfect. Makes you regret your last move.
 I've only reached 27 so far,i can't imagine what 50 would be like. For sure worth $3.. AWESOME! Trust me a good long point
and click game thats funny and just the right level of problem solving. I wish more was like this! I couldn't find a thing wrong
with this game, seriously fun and worth every penny and I'm a good judge of games as I've beaten almost ALL of the new or
popular titles out there as these are my favorite type of games.. Great atmosphere, puzzles are good, voice acting is good, rich
storyline with lots of details. Highly suspenseful but no actual violence occurs.. Voice acting 10/10

So bad it becomes hilarious. Very simple game, but it's got a bit of charm and just enough challenge to keep you interested.
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